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looking for more enterprise customers to take on
the latest and greatest version of its Apache-based
platform. This week, the company announced the
migration of its most popular platform — called the
32-person version — to the Apache Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS), and plans to
introduce a new, more scalable version of its
platform next month, Rancher CTO Daniel Piazza
told TechCrunch in an interview. “Next month is
going to be when we blow the vase wide open.
We’re kind of upgrading what we have, and we’re
basically taking the platform and completely
redesigning it,” he said. “We’re thinking of the
platform as a service and being able to use it on
premise, as opposed to using the platform as a
cloud service, and that’s the difference between the
two solutions. The cloud one you basically just spin
up a cluster and do something. If you’re running it
on premise, you basically have to provision your
own environment.” The company will roll out a new
version of its platform based on Apache Spark
sometime in June, and it will come out with a new
v3.0 version of Rancher in July. Rancher first made
the transition from an open source community to an
enterprise software company last year, when it
closed a $100 million Series B funding round led by
Insight Venture Partners and also added investment
from CMU Investments, Plexcor, and Salesforce
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Ventures. Rancher clients are currently using a
version of the platform called the 32-person version,
which had been pitched as a way for companies to
get started with the platform by managing an
environment with 32 nodes. The company said in a
blog post back in February that it started to see a
dip in interest from customers who were adopting
the 32-person version, so it decided to move on
from that version of the platform and
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